March Book Madness
Middle (Grades 6th-8th)
#marchbookmadness

Lifeboat 12
NC064

Sweep: The Story Of A Girl And Her Monster
NB822

Round 2 Winner

Front Desk
NB292

My Family Divided: One Girl’s Journey Of Loss, Hope And Home
NB438

Round 2 Winner

Round 3 Winner

Round 3 Winner

Round 2 Winner

Round 2 Winner

Round 2 Winner

CHAMPION

Ghost Boys
NA982

Click’d
NB309

Rebound
NA827

Hope Solo: My Story
NB934

I Survived the Hindenburg Disaster 1937,
Katherine Applegate

Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl,
Lauren Tarshis

Pay It Forward,
Suzanne Collins

The Hunger Games,
Suzanne Collins

1984,
George Orwell

All the Bright Places,
Lauren Hillenbrand

The One and Only Ivan,
Katherine Applegate

Go Set a Watchmen,
Jewett Harper Lee

The One and Only Ivan,
Katherine Applegate

Go Set a Watchmen,
Jewett Harper Lee

Anne Frank

Lauren Hillenbrand

Sukie

Katherine Applegate

Catherine Ryan Hyde

The Hunger Games
Suzanne Collins

George Orwell

1984

All the Bright Places

Katherine Applegate

Lauren Hillenbrand

Suzanne Collins

Cece Bell

Lauren Tarshis

Dan Gutman

Robert Beatty

Robert Beatty

Hope Solo:
NA982

Kwame Alexander

NA827

PB934